
AN ANALYSIS OF THE NOVEL PARADISE LOST BY JOHN MILTON

Paradise Lost by John Milton: Summary and Critical Analysis. The fable or story of the epic is taken from the Bible; it is
the simple and common story of the fall of.

Milton's real goal here, though, is to establish Hell's capital, Pandemonium â€” a word which Milton himself
coined from the Latin pan all and demonium demons. The battlefield, as Beelzebub suggests, will be moved to
the souls of mankind. Milton relates love and goodness with reason and reason is clear in even a
conversational sense in the holy trinity, between God and his Son. Beelzebub stands and tells the crowd that
this will not do either. After the sinful act of disobedience had been committed, God sent the angel Raphael to
the garden to warn them. Ethereal 45 not earthly; heavenly; celestial. He invokes the classical Muse, Urania,
but also refers to her as the "Heav'nly Muse," implying the Christian nature of this work. Milton's universe is
structured fairly simply: earth is in the middle, tied to heaven above it and a soon-to-be constructed bridge to
hell leading below it. He uses words in such ways that there are always both literal and symbolic meanings,
with both English denotations and Latin connotations. Belial recommended a slothful existence in Hell. Poet
explains the story of Adam and Eve who ate the Fruit of Forbidden Tree that brought sorrow and death to
human beings until Jesus came to the world and purified it again brought happiness back. In heaven and hell
there is a king and a military hierarchy of angels. He has just fallen from Heaven where he was the closest
angel to God. Sin opens the gates of hell, which now can never be shut, and they gaze at the abyss of Night
and Chaos. Beelzebub, second in command, arose and informed that God and created Earth, which he had
peopled with good creatures called humans. So, it would not be appropriate to say that this is done by using
traditional techniques of variation. By demonstrating the nature of the beings who created mankind, Milton is
presenting his, or his culture's , views on what good and evil mean, what mankind's relationship is with the
Absolute, what man's destiny is as an individual and as a species. He went back to hell to see that his followers
had all become hissing snakes. Milton does not want his audience to empathize with Satan, yet Satan is an
attractive character, struggling against great odds. He asks for suggestion on how best to continue battling
heaven. In this case, "first Moloch stands up and suggests open warfare on the battlefield. The fallen angels
will always exist, they will never be forgiven, they will never be accepted back by God. Natural occurrences in
hell, such as the metaphor of the eclipsed sun, are symbols of natural, and therefore spiritual, decay. Finally, in
this book we are introduced to the first of a number of parrallel trinities that Milton will compare and contrast.
In concentric circles, or invisible globes surrounding earth, are the various orbits of the sun and moon, stars
and planets around the earth the earth is still in the middle. The difference between hell and earth, and
especially hell and heaven, is that hell has the worst of nature. They have nothing to lose, he says, there is no
hell worse than this that God can send them if defeated. Satan's angels build a large a glorious temple and call
a council, both of which will be echoed in heaven. In fact, Satan says, they must work to instill evil in all good
things so as to always anger God. In the mourning Eve proposed that they work apart. One other aspect of the
construction of Pandemonium is worth consideration. This speech inspires the devil host, and under
Mammon's direction, they immediately begin work on a capital city for their Hellish empire. Other aspects of
Hell will be brought forward in later books. Contrast, however, the geography of hell with the geography of
Chaos and Night. Analysis Milton begins Paradise Lost in the traditional epic manner with a prologue
invoking the muse, in this case Urania, the Muse of Astronomy. The lines in Paradise Lost do contain ten
syllables usually, but the lines contain any number of stresses from three to eight. This will contrast with the
circumstances that will surround God sacrificing his only son in later books. He addresses them to give them
courage. The rebel angels then construct a Temple, a throne room, for their general and for their government,
greater in grandeur than the pyramids or the Tower of Babylon.


